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Token Overview
Visapay offers an opportunity to the general public
for being part of crypto revolution and buy their
share in the Visapay in form of Visapay Token.
Token Name: Visapay
Ticker: VP
Total Supply: 1000
Platform: Ethereum
Type: ERC-20
Address:
https://etherscan.io/token/0x628fc2526b92d56fe6
40b474aeff82329afe40aa?
a=0xf044115aed26e03aef7b970622a089c172ca40
21
Minimum Buy Amount: 0.20
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Abstract
Cryptocurrencies were invented to be decentrazised as such
that no person, institution and government can't control in any
manner. But the Indian cryptocurrency market has been
corrupted by Indian Exchanges as they are controlling the
prices and selling every cryptocurrency at increased rate than
the global price. No exchange is in position to answer crypto
users about hiked rates, why it is happening and the reason
behind it.
They only reason behind these inflated prices is greed and their
art of making fool out of people. For instance you can google
the live rate of any cryptocurreny and then check the price for
the same at various Indian Exchanges, you will find a whooping
difference of 3 to 10 percent. The take is clear, if you tear
apart the core values of cryptocurrencies, Indian won't have a
strong crypto ecosystem ever.
Even if any new exchange offers crypto at global rates, it can't
sustain for even a month. People buy coins from the new
exchange and then sell them at these 'old established price
hiking exchanges' and earn a profit of 3 to 10 percent per
transaction, the new exchange in turn will incur losses and shut
down after a while.
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The condition is so bad that new innovative people weren't able to
break this trap setup by the so called established exchanges.

How it started
It was hard but not impossible. As an experiment in October 2020
at our platform we started with six cryptocurrencies and enabled
buy and sell at global rates. The response was very amazing and
promising. Now we are working towards expanding our wings to
changes the Indian ecosystem. Visapay aim to establish itself as a
trusted big exchange the this year of 2021.
People not only the trading, users will be able to buy various goods
and services too at Visapay. The services which are being offered by
digital wallets now days, Visapay will offer the same to its users
with live crypto to INR conversion and that will be by the first
quarter of 2021. Visapay is a team of passionate and energetic
youngsters guided by experienced mentors.
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Roadmap 2021
Blockchain and
April/May - Creating
Cryptocurrency
Payments by
crypto use cases in
education
Indian ecosystem, scanning QR codes program in three
Feb - ios and
at shops and
and four tier cities
Android
websites, real time
Application launch
crypto to fiat
conversion

using crypto as a
mode of payment at
online platforms

Making Visapay
one single
platform where
user can trade,
buy services &
goods and make
payments
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Price Table
Total Supply of Visapay Token: 1000
The rate will increase @ 5% after every 100 coins are sold till 800
coins, afterward price will increase @ 10% till the end of supply. One
Visapay token represents 0.1 shares in the Visapay and the user can't
cash it before 31 Jan 2022. The minimum amount users can buy is 0.20
VP Tokens (INR 5000 for the first 100 coins). The further rate of the
token will be decided by the Visapay's performance. Visapay is abide to
share the Yearly Balance Sheet with all it's investors. The top five
investors will be included as board members for transparency and trust.

1-100 | 25000 INR
101-200 | 26250 INR
201-300 | 27562.5 INR
301-400 | 28940.62 INR
401-500 | 30387.65INR
501-600 | 31907.03 INR
601-700 | 33502.39 INR
701-800 | 35177.51 INR
801-900 | 38695.26 INR
901-1000 | 42564.78 INR
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